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ABSTRACT 

In this paper we use a theoretical model for the demand of telecommunication 
services to derive econometric models of the business demand for telephone 
traffic in Spain for the period 1980-1991. Using quaterly data, we estimate 
separate equations for the different types of toll traffic: local, long distance, 
national and international. 
We use cointegration techniques to obtain long run and short run equations, 
both estimated separately in two steps and jointly, in one step. A battery of 
diagnostics is applied to each ofthe equations, Price and output elasticies agree 
with previous findings and could be used far analizing the revenue effects of 
changes in tariffs and medium terrn forecasting of traffic and revenues. 

RESUMEN 

En este trabajo se especifican y estiman modelos econométricos de demanda 
de tráfico telefóllico en España por parte de empresas para el período 1980-
1991. Usando datos trimestrales se estiman ecuaciones para los diferentes tipos 
de tráfico: local, interurbano, nacional e internacional. 
Se utilizan técnicas de cointegración para obtener ecuaciones a corto y largo 
plaios, estimadas en dos pasos y, además, conjuntamente, en un paso. Las 
ecuaciones pasan una amplia batería de diagnósticos y lcis elasticidades 
estimadas pueden ser utilizadas para analizar los efectos de cambios en las 
tarifas sobre los ingresos, así como para previsiones a medio plazo de tráfico 
e ingresos. 

* TI1is support and co!labaration of Telefónica de España, S.A. and Cicyt PB-90-0939 is gratefully 
acknawledged. L. Taylor, T. Garínand J.A. Viñas madevery useful comments and suggestions. Ali remaining errors 
are the responsability of the authors. 
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1. lntroduction 

Telephone demand has been the object of a large number of studies in recent years. Sorne 

pioneer studies are Artle and Averous(1973), Squire(l974), Rohlfs(1974) and Von Rabenau and 

Stahl(1974). Taylor(1993) presents a survey and critique of this literature. 

lt is useful to distinguish between access demand (demand for telephone lines) and usage 

demand (demand for telephone traffic). Access demand has received considerable attention in Spain: 

Treadway(1974), Martín(1985), Barroso(l985), Hernández(1988) and Mauleón(1991). MeanwhUe, 

usagedemandhas received less attention. Studies on usagedemand are Treadway(l974), Bader(1986), 

and Garín(1993). The latter estimates a model of national toll traffic demand, using annual panel data 

for ali 50 provinces for the period 1985-1989 and Pérez(l993) wich estimates models of aggregate 

residential toll traffic demand for different lengths of haul, using quarterly time series for the period 

1980-1990. 

In this paper we present econometric models of the demand for local, long distance, national, 

and international toll traffic by the business sector. We use aggregate quarterly time series for the 

period 1980-1991. The rest of the paper is organized as follows, in section 2 we present a theoretical 

model of the business demand for telephone traffic. In section 3 we describe the data, in section 4 

we present the estimated equations and section 5 contains the main conc1usions. 

2. Business demand for telephone services. 

The basic reason for the use of telephone services by firms, as well as by the residential 

sector is to save communication costs. However, the demand for telephone traffic by finns presents 

characteristics which require specific analysis, based on the optimization problem of a firm. This 

differs from the utility maximization framework used in the analysis of individual residential consumer 

demand. 

Let q be an Ixl vector of quantities of telephone services in a given period of time, and 1í a 

lxl vector of prices of telephone services, then the cost of use of the telephone service for a given 

period of time is 11'q. Let t be the number of trunk lines installed in a given firm and y a Jxl vector 

of products and inputs of the firm with an associated price vector p of dimenslon lxJ. Let N be the 

total number of lines of the telephone system. 

We can use a production function that synthesises the organization and technology ofthe firm 
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f(t, N, q, y) ~ O [!] 

in this case the presence of N in the production function is justified by the external economies of 

access and use derived from the subscription to the telephone network, and the justification would be 

similar to the one given in the case of residential subscribers by Artle and Averous(1973). 

When choosing the optimal vector q of telephone services, the firm takes as given the number 

of installed lines, as well as the production function. Under general conditions, the optimization 

problem faced by the firm can be solved and a set of dernands for telephone services can be obtained 

q¡ = q¡ (t, N, p, 11', y) i = 1, ... , l. [2] 

lt can be shown that under general conditions, telephone dernands are homogeneous of degree 

zero in the prices of ali products and inputs, including telephone tariffs. Equations [2] can be used 

to estimate the demands for telephone services by a finn, conditional on the number of trunk lines 

installed. Firms vary a great deal from one another in terms of their productive structure, and this 

requires, when possible, a disaggregation in the study of the demand by different business sectors · 

see Curien and Gensollen(l989) and Taylor(1993). ' 

When only aggregate data is available, as in the present study, equations [2] suggest that the 

aggregate demand for telephone services by the business sector could be represented by 

Q¡ = Q¡(T, N, p, 'lf, Y) i = 1, ... ,l. [3] 

where T is the total number of trunk Unes in service in the business sector, and Y is a measure of the 

aggregate output of the business sector. For each service, the partial derivative with respect to its 

own price should be negative and the cross price elasticities could be positive or negative depending 

on whether they are substitute or complementary services or inputs. The partial derivatives with 

respect to the number of business lines T, total lines, N and output, y, should be positive. 

' The framewor~we have presented here is general enough so that it c~ be adapted to analyze 

the business demand fOf local, long distance, national and international toll calls. 
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3. Spanish Data 

In the period 1980-1991, the telephone service was provided for in Spain in a monopolistic 

re gime by Telefónica de España S.A., a private company. The tenns ofprovision of the service were 

regulated by the government, and the tariffs were revised around april of each year. 

Spanish telephone data was obtained from Telefónica de España. We were provided with 

monthly data on total consumption of homogeneous1 pulses, disaggregated by types of subscribers: 

residential and business. The data on business demand is further disaggregated in local toll, long 

distance toll and international toll traffic. We ha ve al so considered national toll traffic, which consists 

of the sum of local toll plus long distance toll2• 

In the period considered, ali local calling was toll calling; local toll was considered very 

inexpensive, while long distance and intemational calling were highly priced. We constructed nominal 

price indexes for each length of haul based on the public rates and using a fixed average cal! for each 

of the lengths: 257 seconds, 214 seconds and 235 seconds for local, long distance and international 

calls respectively. Quarterly gross interna! product was obtained extending the data in 

Mauleón(1989). Imports, exports and CPI were obtained from Banco de España(1992). Monthly 

variables were converted to quarterly data by adding them up in the case.of flows and by averaging 

in the case of stocks. All nominal variables were deflated by the CPI. 

In 1991, revenue derived from telephone traffic was 70.48% of the operating revenues of 

Telefónica. Business traffic represented 61.92% oftotal traffic. Long distance traffic represented 

51.343 of business traffic, whereas local and international traffic were 23.303 and 25.353 

respectively. Business traffic increases, in logarithmic rates, by 943 between 1980 and 1991. lts 

components, however, present very different rates of growth. lnternational traffic grew by 1563, 

whereas local toll and long distance grew by 88 3 and 76% respectively. National traffic experienced 

an increase of 80% over this period. 

Telephone monthly data was analyzed using ARIM:A models, and outli~rs were detected. We 

confronted the persons that elaborated the data with these outliers and they argued that they were 

coincidental with changes in the way the data was recorded. The figures for outlier months were 

redistributed with contiguous months, according to this information, while keeping the totals 

unaltered. 
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4. Equations of business demand for local, long distance, national and international 

traffic. 

We present equations that have been derived from [3], adapting them to the available data and 

type of traffic. A more detailed account of empirical models can be found in Taylor (1993). The 

equations were estimated using quaterly data. AII variables except the price index are in natural logs. 

The standard deviation is below each coefficient, in parenthesis. We employ cointegration techniques 

to model long and short run relationships. For each type of traffic, we estimate two-steps and one step 

equations; see Engle and Granger (1987) and Johansen (1988), A battery of diagnostics is applied to 

ea ch of the one step equations, and presented in Appendixes 1 and 2. We place more emphasis in the 

analysis of equations estimated in one step because the t ratios are correct and can be interpreted 

directly, whereas this is not the case for two steps estimates. 

Business local traffic: 

The variables of the long run relationship are: 

lurblin: log of local homogeneous pulses per business line. 

d3: dummy variable for the third quarter. 

lpib: log of gross domestic product. 

indcmu: price index of local traffic. 

mee: residuals from the long run equation, it will be the error correction mechanism in the 

short run equation. 

Iurblint = -11.11 

(0.46) 

R2 = 0.96 

- 0.12 d3t + 1.38 lpibt - 0.0062 indcmut +mee, 

(O.O!) (0.05) (0.0014) 

a = o.o4 , ;f 

F ~ 320.5 

DW ~ 1.32 

T ~ 48 ADF ~ -4.34(!l>W ~ 2.02) 

[4] 

Sample period; 1980:1-1991.IV. The first DW statistic refers to equation [4] and the second 

is from the equation used to compute the ADF statistic. 

From this model, we obtain a long run elasticity of traffic per line to output of 1.38, and a 
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price elasticity of ~0.17 (0.04) in the average of the price index, with a maximum of-0.24 anda 

minimwn of -0.14. 

Based on this long run relationship, we model the short run. The definition of the variables 

is as follows: 

dlurblin: rate of growth of local traffic per business line. 

dindcmu: change of local price index. 

dlpib: rate of growth of gross domestic product. 

dlurbliDi = -0.0067 dindcmut-1 + 0.86 dlpíbt + 0.80 dlurbliDi-4 - 0.44 mce1_1 + ~t 
(0.0030) (0.40) (0.07) (0.19) 

R2 = 0.86 

a= o.04 

F ~ 78.45 

DW = 2.02 

ADF ~ -6.91(DW ~ 1.91) T ~ 43 

[5] 

Sample period; 81:1 to 9l:IV. In this equation we obtain a short run output elasticity of0.86 

(0.40) and a short run price elasticity of -0.18 (0.08) in the average of the price index, with a 

maximum of -0.25 anda minimum of -0.15. The price elasticity in the average coincides with the 

estímate if we impose a constant price elasticity. The estimates of the other coefficients are not 

affected by the functional fonn chosen for the price elasticity. 

The joint nonlinear estimation of the previous two equations gives the following results: 

dlurblint = -0.0068 dindcmut-l + 1.02 dlpib1 + 0.60 dlurhliDi-4 - 0.48 (lurbliDi-t + 10.41 -

(0.0042) (0.42) (0.10) (0.14) (l.67) 

- 1.29 lpib1_1 + 0.0063 indcmut-l) + ~1 [6] 

(0.19) (0.0054) 

R2 ~ 0.88 

0- = 0.04 DW = l.99 

ADF ~ -6.79(DW ~ 1.91) T ~ 43 

Sample period; 81:1 to 9l:IV. The price elasticities derived from equation {6] are presented 

in the next table. 
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Average(s.d) Maximum Minimum 

Short run -0.19(0.12) --0.26 -0.15 

Long run -0.17(0.15) -0.24 -0.14 

This estimation is robust to the choice of initial conditions. Estimated parameters are of the 

same arder as in the two steps estimation. This equation passes a battery of diagnostics which are 

presented in Appendixes 1 and 2. This equation obtains a unit long run elasticity to production and 

a small (-0.19) and marginally significant long run price elasticity. Both results are in Une with what 

can be expected for a hard-to-substitute service which is more influenced by the leve! of production 

than by its own price. Moreover, the tariff is only a small part of the total cost of a local call. The 

opportunity cost of the time spent in the phone is the most important cornponent of the total cost. 

A more detailed study of local demand would require data on minutes of conversation as well 

as number of messages, which are not currently available. 

Business long distance traffic: 

The variables of the long run equation are: 

lirblin: log of long distance homogeneous pulses per business line. 

indcmiu: price index of long distance traffic. 

Urblint = - 4.23 - 0.15 d3t + 0.68 lpibt - 0.00034 indcmillt + mce1 

(0.87) (0.01) (0.09) (0.00013) 

R2 = 0.90 F = 139.8 

0- = 0.04 DW = 1.36 

ADF ~ -4.43(DW ~ 1.95) T ~ 48 

[7] 

Sampl~ period;i980:1-1991:IV. The long run elasticity to output is 0.68, and the long run 

price elasticity is -0.26j(0.10) in the average of the price index, with a maximum of -0.30 anda 

minimum of -0.22. 

Conditional on this equation we obtain the following short run relatio!!Ship: 

dlirblin: rate of growth of long distance traffic per business line. 

dindcmiu: change of long distance price index. 

d: dummy variable equal to 1 in 90:II, -1 in 91 :11 and O otherwise. 

dlirblll\ = -0.00038 dindcmiul-l + 0.78 dlpibt + 0.85 dlirblint-4 

(0.00023) (0.38) (0.06) 

- 0.49 mcet-l - 0.10 d1 + ;t 
(0.19) (0.03) 

R2 = 0.91 

a = o.o4 

F = 91.48 

DW ~ 2.25 

ADF ~ -7.89(DW ~ 1.82) T ~ 43 
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[8) 

Sample period; 81:II to 91:1V. Here the short run price elasticity is -0.29 (0.17) in the 

average, -0.33 in the maximum and -0.24 in the minimum. 

The joint estimation of equations [7] and [8] is: 

dlirblint = -0.00047 dindcmiut-l + 0.77 dlpibt + 0,68 dlirbli11¡4 - 0.37 (lirblint-l + 2.43 -

(0.00025) (0.44) (0.09) (0.13) (2.84) 

- 0.46 lpibt-l + 0.00045 indcmiut-l + 0.10 ~) + ~1 
(0.30) (0.00044) (0.03) 

R2 = 0.91 

a= o.04 

F = 50.6 

DW ~ 2.11 

ADF ~ -7.36(DW ~ 1.88) T ~ 43 

[9] 

Sample period; 81:II-91:IV. In the next table we can see the price index elasticity derived 

from the last equation: 

Short run 

Long run 

Average(s.d.) Maximum 

-0.36(0.19) -0.42 

-0.34(0.34) -0.40 

Minimum 

-0.31 

-0.29 

The estimation is robust to the choice of initial conditions, and the estimated parameters are 

similar to the ones in the two steps estimation. Diagnostics are presented in Appendixes 1 and 2. 

From these equations we obtain long run price elasticities that vary between -0.4 and ~0.2, which are 

in the same range ofthe estimates obtained for other countries, and slightly smaller in absolute value 

than the ones obtained by Pérez (1993) for residential customers. 
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Point elasticities to production vary from 0.68 to 0.77, which are again lower than those of 

Pérez (1993) for residential customers, as can be ex:pected. lt would be useful to have the minutes of 

conversation and the number of messages. 

Business national traffic: 

National traffic is the sum of the local and long distance traffics. For national traffic, the 

models are similar to the ones obtained for long distance traffic. The long run equation is: 

lnaclin: log of national homogeneous pulses per business line. 

lnaclint = - 6.65 ~ 0.14 d3t + 0.99 lpibt - 0.0046 indcmu1 + mcet [10] 

(0.41) (0.01) (0.05) (0.0013) 

R2 ~ 0.94 F ~ 244.6 

d = 0.03 DW = 1.61 

ADF ~ -5.55(DW ~ 1.91) T ~ 48 

Sample period; 80:1-91 :IV. In this equation, we use the local price index because we obtain 

better results than any combination using the long distance price index. The general shape of the two 

indexes is very similar. From this equation we derived a price elasticity of -0.13(.03) in the average 

of the price index, -0.18 in the maximum and --0.10 in the minimum. 

We model the short run conditional on [10] with the nex:t equation: 

dlnaclin: rate of growth of national traffic per business line. 

dlnacblit1i_ = -0.0073 dindcmu1_1 

(0.0026) 

R2 = 0.91 

;; = 0.04 

+ 0.94 dlpibt + 0.83 dlnaclint-4 - 0.57 mcet-I + ;t 
(0.34) (0.05) (0.21) 

F ~ 125.17 

DW ~ 2.47 

ADF = -8.90(DW = 1.96) T = 43 

[11] 

Sample period; 81:1 to 91 :IV. In the short run, in a two steps estimation, we obtain a price 

elasticity of -0.20(0.07) in the average, -0.28 in the maximum and -0.16 in the minimum ofthe price 

index. 

We have the following one step estimation for the national case: 

dlnaclit1i_ = -0.0087 dindcmut-l + 0.97 dlpib1 + 0.63 dlnaclifit-4 - 0.44 (lnaclint-l + 6.37 

(0.0038) (0.37) (0.08) (0.14) (l.62) 

- 0.95 lpibt-l + 0.0036 indcmUi_1) + ;t 
(0.18) (0.0054) 

R2 = 0.92 

ii ~ 0.04 DW ~ 2.36 

ADF ~ -6.57(DW ~ 2.13) T ~ 43 

Sample period; 81:1 to 91:IV. Furthennore, we have the following price elasticities: 

Short run 

Long run 

Average(s.d.) Maximum 

·0.24(0.10) 

·0.10(0.14) 

-0.33 

-0.15 

Minimum 

·0.19 

-0.08 
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[12] 

Like in the other cases, this estimation is robust to initial conditions, and the estimated 

parameters are similar to the values of the two steps estimation. For national traffic, we obtain unit 

long run elasticities to production, and long run price elasticities that vary between -0.18 and -0.08. 

These values are lower in absolute value than expected, since both its components are more elastic 

than the aggregate. This result can be attributed to aggregation and underscores the need for the 

modelization of each of the components.3 Diagnostics are presented in Appendixes 1and2. 

Business international traffic: 

The long run equation is: 

liallin: log of international homogeneous pulses per business line. 

llineas: log of number of business lines. 

lminu~a: log of minutes of conversation from USA to Spain. 

lentrada: log of number of nights spent by foreign nationals in Spanis_h hotels. 

linal1 = -14.50 - 0.60 llineast + l.35 lpib1 + 0.41 lminus3t 

(1.50) (0.16) (0.33) (0.04) 

+ 0.18 lentrad3t_ + mee; 

(0.01) 

[13] 
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R2 = 0.98 F = 680.l 

U = 0.05 DW = 2.37 

ADF ~ -3.4l(DW ~ 1.69) T ~ 48 

Sample period; 80:1-9l:IV. As can be seen, in this equation we do not obtain a significant 

long run price effect. The interpretation of the minus sign of llineas is that as the number of business 

lines increases, international traffic per business line decreases. That gives usa long run elasticity of 

international demand to business lines of 0.4. We model the short run conditional on [13] with the 

next equation: 

dliallin: rate of growth of international traffic per business line. 

dindcmia: intemational price index, considering the cost of european ca.lis. 

dlentraa; rate of growth of number of nights spent by foreign nationals in spanish hotels. 

dlialliD¡ = 0.97 dlpibt - 0.000095 dindcmiiti-J + 0.09 dlentraa + 0.43 dliallint-4 

(0.25) (0.000038) (0.02) (0.09) 

- 0.53 mcet-l + ~ 1 
(0.12) 

R2 = 0.94 

~ = 0.03 

ADF ~ -6.05(DW ~ 1.77) 

F = 152.2 

DW ~ 1.85 

T ~ 43 

[14] 

Sample period; 1981:11-199l:IV. In the short run, in a two steps estimation, we obtain a price 

elasticity of-0.28(0.11) on the average, -0.39 in the maximum and -0.18 in the minimum. This 

elasticity refers to a price index with three lags. 

The joint nonlinear estimation of equations [13] and [14] gives the following results: 

' dliallint = 0.81 dlpibt :j¡0.000077 dindcmi31_3 + 0.13 dlentra31 + 0.28 dlialli.11t-4 - 0.54 (liallll\_1 

(0.31) (0.000041) (0.02) (0.11) (0.13) 

+ 15.15 + 0.61 llineast-t - L38 lpibt-1 - 0.39 lminusa.__¡ - 0.25 lentrad31_1) + ~t [15] 

(2.09) (0.20) (0.48) (0.06) (0.03) 
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R2 = 0.95 F = 69.7 

U = 0.03 DW = 2.05 

ADF ~ -7.76(DW ~ 1.88) T ~ 43 

Sample period; 1981 :II-1991:IV. The diagnostics ofthis equation are presented in Appendix 

1. In this equation we obtain a short run price elasticity of -0.22(0.12) on the average, -0.31 in the 

maximum and -0.15 in the minimum. We expect the intemational demand to be more price elastic 

than local and long distance demands. However, we expected it to be less price elastic than the 

corresponding residential demand, as is usually the case for business demands. 

With the data that we have available we haven't been able to estimate a long run price 

elasticity. Our interpretation is that intemational demand is the sum of man y heterogeneous demands 

and the appropiate framework of analysis would be to disaggregate by countries and use a panel data 

framework. 

The long run production elasticity estimates of 1.35-1.38 are in line with what can be 

expected for international demand. If we use the price index of the calls to the USA, we obtain 

similar results. If we substitute the minutes of conversation from the USA by the minutes of 

conversation from Europe the results are essentially the same. In Table 1 we synthesize the point 

estimates of the previous equations for easy reference. 
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Table 1. Price and income Elasticities of Business Demands for different lengths of 

haul. 

Long Run Short Run 

Variables 
Price (on the Production Price (on the Production 

average) average) 

One Step 

Local ·0.17 1.29 .0.19 1.02 

(O.lS) (0.19) (0.12) (0.42) 

Long Distance ·0.34 0.46 ·0.36 0.77 

(0.34) (0.30) (0.19) (0.44) 

National ·O.JO 0.9S -0.24 0.97 

(0.14) (0.18) (0.10) (0.37) 

Intemational 1.38 ·0.22 0.81 

(0.48) (0.12) (0.31) 

Two Steps 

Local -0.17 1.38 ·0.18 0.86 

(0.04) (O.OS) (0.08) (0.40) 

Long Distance ·0.26 0.68 -0.29 0.78 

(0.10) (0.09) (0.17) (0.38) 

National -0.13 0.99 -0.20 0.94 

(0.03) (O.OS) (0.07) (0.34) 

International l.3S -0.28 0.97 

' (0.33) (0.11) (0.2S) 
lf 

Standard deviations are in parenthesis. 
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5. Conclusions and suggestions for further research. 

fu this study, we use a theoretical model for the demand of telephone traffic by firms, to 

derive empirical demands for the different types of telephone traffic in Spain. Using monthly figures 

from Spain for the period 1980.1-1991.N, we analyze the data to detect and correct outliers caused 

by changes in the recording of the amount of traffic, and aggregate lhem in to a quarterly leve!. 

Based on published tariffs and the average duration of each type of call, we construct price indexes 

for ea ch of the distances considered, and estimate demand equations for local, long distance, national 

and international toll traffic. 

The equations have been specified and estimated using cointegration techniques. We present 

estimations of both long run and short run equations for each type of traffic (two steps technique), 

as well as equations estimatedjointly, non linearly in one step. The equations are ofthe double log 

type, except for the price, for which we use a log linear fonn to allow for the price elasticity to 

increase with the price itself. The adequacy of the assumptions underlying the method of estimation 

is assessed using a battery of diagnostícs for each equation, whích are presented in the appendixes. 

The conclusions that can be drawn from this analysis with respect to output and price 

elasticities are the following. Long run output elasticities vary between 0.46 for long distance calls 

and 1.38 for intemational calls. They are smaller than the corresponding elasticities for the residential 

sector of long run price elasticities, (Pérez, 1993). Price elastícities are also generally smaller than 

those for the residemial demands of Pérez (1993) and vary from -0.24 to -0.14 for local traffic, 

to -0.40 to -0.20 for long distance traffic. We haven't been able to obtain a meaningful long run príce 

elasticity for international demand. 

These results suggest that it would be very use ful to undertake further research on the demand 

for international traffic using panel data for different countries. The estimation of demands using 

panel data on individual finns from different sectors should also prove very fruitful. The analysis 

of the demand of a variety of new services is another promising field for further research. 
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Notes 

1. The homogeneization procedure consists in recalculating the number of pulses generated by the 
observed traffic in each of the previous years, according to the tariff structure of 1991. This 
procedure seeks to make comparable the amounts of traffic for different years. This process is needed 
because the number of conversation minutes and messages were not recorded for this period. 

2. The figure for national toll traffic is recorded in the measuring stations; later on, it is split between 
local toll and long distance toll following a heuristic procedure. The figures for national toll traffic 
are considered more reliable than each of its two components. 

3. Examples can be easily constructed wherein the sum of two demands gives rise to a total demand, 
which is more elastic than each of its two components. We do not have a good explanation, except 

that we have a problem with the aggregation. 
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Appendix 1. 

Table 2. Diagnostics of the one step estimation traffic models. 

DIAGNOSTIC ONE STEP ESTIMATION 

LOCAL LONG NATIONAL INTERNATIONAL 
DISTANCE 

Omitted variables: 
Total lines1 0.61 0.80 0.03 -0.70 
Local pricet 1.79 1.83 
Long pricet l.37 l.Il 
Internat. pricet (CEE) 0.04 
Internat. pricet (USA) 0.31 
Imports plus Exports. 0.05 

Dynamics: 
mcet-Z -1.!5 -0.85 -1.47 0.69 

mcet-J -1.86 -0.71 -1.64 -0.27 
mcet-4 0.36 1.27 1.35 0.25 
mct;_5 0.58 1.22 1.02 -0.89 

dlpibt-1 -0.16 -0.71 -0.92 0.19 

dlpibt-2 0.74 1.08 1.06 -0.!5 
dlpib¡_3 -0.71 0.59 -0.08 0.60 
dlpib,4 -1.22 -1.66 -1.57 -0.63 
dindcmt1¡__2 0.33 0.03 
dindcmut-J 1.71 l.54 

dindcmut-4 -1.03 -0.84 
dindcmiut-Z 1.13 
dindcmiut-J 1.33 
dindcmiut-4 -0.64 
dindcmia1_1 1.00 
dindcmi31_2 -0.22 
dindcmia¡4 1.33 
dlurblll\_5 0.85 
dlurblin1_6 -0.03 
dlurblin1_7 -1.39 
dlurblillt-a 0.65 
dlirblint-S 1.88 
dlirblint_6 -0.25 

dlirblint-? -1.54 

dlirblint-S 0.97 
dlnaclin1_5 1.63 
dlnaclin1-6 -0.07 
dlnaclil\_7 -2.!2 
dlnaclin1_g 0.95 

dliallirii:-5 -0.97 
dliallill¡-6 0.30 
dliallint-? 0.57 
dliall~_8 -0.13 
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Table 2. (Cont.) Diagnostics of the one step estimation traffic models. 

DIAGNOSTIC ONE STEP ESTIMATION 

LOCAL LONG NATIONAL INTERNATIONAL 
DISTANCE 

Functional form: 
inverse of dlpibt 0.14 0.57 0.65 -1.06 
inverse of dindcmU¡_ 0.52 -0.37 
inverse of dindcmiu1 -0.79 
inverse of dindcmiat_3 -0.23 
square of dlpibt -1.06 -0.46 -0.67 0.54 
square of total lines1 0.54 0.76 -0.09 
square of dindcmu1 -1.93 0.97 
square of dindcmillt 0.48 
square of dindcmiiti-3 0.32 
square of mce1_ 1 -0.07 0.95 0.28 0.74 
square of dlurblint-4 -0.38 
square of dlirblint-4 -0.61 
square of dlnaclillt-4 -1.17 
square of dlialliIIi-4 -1.44 
square of dlentra.ai -0.51 

Static Heteroscedasticity: 

mcet-l 0.89 1.37 1.21 0.10 
square of mc¡;_1 -2.36 -1.37 -2.18 -0.17 
total linest -1.55 -0.11 -0.23 
square of total linest -1.53 -0.14 -0.22 
dlpibt -1.61 -0.52 -1.29 0.03 
square of dlpib1 -0.43 -0.94 -1.50 -0.72 
dindcmU¡; 2.72 0.95 
dindcmiUi: 1.00 

dindcmilli:-J -0.01 
square of dindcmllt 2.06 -0.07 
square of dindcmiut -0.46 
square of dindcmia¡_3 -0.51 
dlminusa¡ 0.25 
square of dlminus<li 0.25 
Breusch-Pagan 0.03 1.03 0.07 2.46 

Dynamic Heteroscedasticity: 
ARCH(l) -1.38 -0.87 -0.97 -0.08 
ARCH(2) ¡ 0.19 -0.38 0.28 -1.94 !: 
ARCH(3) :¡¡ -0.58 0.76 -0.70 -1.36 
ARCH(4) -0.98 -0.80 0.32 0.03 
ARCH(5) 1.53 -0.16 0.47 2.48 
ARCH(l-5) 0.93 0.43 0.43 1.84 

Normality: 0.77 O.O! 0.96 1.16 

Chow(85:1V): -0,67 O.O! 0.06 O.O! 

Augmented Dickey-Fuller: -6.79 -7.36 -6.57 -7.76 

Except the Chow test, all diagnostics are lagrange multipliers tests (see Godfrey (1988)). We use, 
when feasible, the version of the t, which allows unidirectional diagnostics and has better finite 
sample properties. Critical value of t40 = 2.021, 

Appendix 2. Graphics of the business traffic models. 

Figure 1 Estimated versus observed values of the local traffic model. 
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Figure 2 Residuals of !he local traffic model. 

Figure S Estimated versus observed values oí !he long distance traffic model. 
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Figureó Residuals of !he long distance traffic 
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Figure 9 Estimated versus observed values of the national traffic model. 
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Figure 10 Residuals of the national traffic 

model. 

Figure 11 ACF Figure 12 PACF 

Figure 13 Estimated versus observed values of the international traffic model. 
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